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TilE INTERACTION OF SOUND FIELDS SEPARATED BY THE RESONANT 
SUSPENDED CEILING 

V. Stauskis 

1. Introduction 

Designing of multipurpose halls almost always 

involves installation of suspended ceiling. Such ceiling 

exerts considerable influence on the hall acoustics. It 
may consist of even planes or structural elements with 

varied geometrical parameters. Sound may be reflected 

from such ceiling planes to the listeners' seats 

directionally or diffusely. Such subjective indicator of 

nrusical sound as the sound clarity index largely depends 

on the suspended ceiling. When forming such ceiling, 

slits of various form and width may be left between the 

ceiling planes. Therefore it is necessary to estimate the 

effect of such slits on the acoustic indicators of the 

hall. 

It has been established in [1] that the reverbera

tion time is markedly reduced by such ceiling at low 

frequencies. Depending on the width of the slits and 

the distance between the ceiling and the rigid surface, 

the absorption coefficients of the hall and the general 

hall absorption may be increased or reduced. With slits 

between the planes of the suspended ceiling, an in

teraction of the sound energies of two bodies of air, the 

one under and the one above the suspended ceiling, 

will take place. 

The purpose of this work is to establish both 

theoretically and experimentally the interaction be

tween the sound energies of the upper and the lower 

bodies of air in the hall with suspended ceiling and 

slits between the planes as well as to determine the 

effect produced on the energies by changing geometri

cal and acoustic parameters of the ceiling. 

2. Theory 

A number of authors have investigated the theo

retical problems of the interaction of the sound fields 

of acoustically-interrelated premises, both in the steady 

state and the transitional regime. V Furduycv [2] and 
G. Goldberg 131 studied theoretically the changes in 

the reverberation time in acoustically-interrelated 

premises. Kh. Shchirzhecki [4[ investigated theoreti

cally the time-dependence of the sound field attenuat

ion in the acoustically-interrelated large bodies 

separated by a wide opening. H. Kuttmff [5] was in

terested in the same dependence of three premises 

linked by openings. However, no experimental results 

are presented in these works. The frequency-depen

dence of the interacting sound fields and the change in 

these fields depending on varied geometrical paramet

ers of the openings were not examined. 

The suspended ceiling having rectangular-shaped 

slits located crosswise in respect of the hall divides the 

hall into two bodies: the upper body above the 

suspended ceiling and the lower one under it. After 

impulse excitation of the sound field in the hall, i.e. in 

the lower body, the sound waves will reach the upper 

body through the slits, thus forming a sound field in 

the upper body as well. Part of the energy will return 

back to the hall, i.e. to the listeners, through the same 

slits; then the sound retlectcd from the lloor and other 

planes will return to the upper body again. The process 

will occur over and over. Thus the muffling sound field 

in the hall will be influenced by the muffling sound 

field above the suspended ceiling and vice versa. The 

attenuation of the sound field above the ceiling will 

have an impact on the acoustic indicators of the hall. 

The process is schematically depicted in Fig I. 

A case will be examined when the regime is settled 

both in the lower body, marked as V, and the upper 

body, marked a-; V The sound source P is in the lower 

body V The interaction of both bodies will be con

sidered to occur through thl· opening, which is equal to 

the overall area of the slits between the ceiling planes. 

In ca'iC of an ideally diffusive sound Geld in both bodies, 

the steady-state energy in the lower body may be writ

ten as follows: 
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Fig 1. The distribution of the first sound reflections in 
the lower and upper bodies of the hall 

and in the upper body: 

(2) 

where Pa is the power of the source; c is the sound 
velocity in the air; a 1 , S1 are the absorption coef
ficients of the lower body and the area of surfaces; 
F is the overall area of all slits in the ceiling; X(l), 
X(2), Y(l) and Y(2) are the coefficients to be found; 
Q1 and Q2 are the coefficients of link between the 

two bodies. 
The link coefficient for the lower body is equal 

(3) 

The link coefficient for the upper body is equal 

Q - F 
2 - a S +F · 

2 2 
(4) 

When t = 0, i.e. when the sound source has 
ceased operating and the reverberation process in 
both bodies has a perfectly exponent character, the 

sound field attenuation in both bodies will depend 
on the sound attenuation constants in these bodies. 
Then the sound energy in the lower body may be 
expressed as follows: 

(5) 

The sound energy in the upper body may be 
expressed as: 

V 
d£2 ca2S1 cF cF 

2--=----£2--£2 +-E 
dt 4 4 4 l· 

(6) 

The first member in these formulas describes the 

absorbing energy in the upper and lower bodies, the 

second member - the energies outgoing from respective 

bodies, and the third member - the energies returning 
to respective bodies. 

The following markings will be introduced: 

(7) 

Then the energy in the lower body will be equal 
to: 

(8) 

The energy in the upper body will be equal to: 

(9) 

where 81 is the constant of the attenuation of the 
lower body, which is equal to 

(10) 

The upper body attenuation constant 82 is equal 

to: 

(11) 

The following markings will be introduced: 

(12) 

(13) 

Then the changes of the above-mentioned ener

gies in the lower body may be calculated from the 
following formula: 

Y(1) = X(1)[1 + _}J__(l + ~)-~(1 + ~)] (14) 
Y 12 v2 Y 12 v2 

The energy changes in the upper body will be 
calculated from the formula 

Y(2) = X(2)[1 + _}J__(l + ~)- 02 
(1 + ~)]. (15) 

'¥12 v2 'Yr2 V2 
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3. Results 

The interaction of the sound fields should, first of 

all, exert effect on the reverberation times of both txxlies. 

When conducting experiments with the hall model 

scaled 1:25 [2], all walls and the floor in the lower 

body were made of sound-reflecting materials and only 

the orchestra rise 119 m2 in area was of sound-absorb

ing materials. All planes of the upper volume were 

made of materials reflecting sound well, just as the 

ceiling itself. The results of the investigation'> are pre

sented in Fig 2. 
When the hall has no suspended ceiling, its 

reverberation time is long and it rapidly decreases 

with the increase in frequency. In the case under 

consideration, the ceiling was installed at the distance 

of 1 m from the rigid surface. Then the lower body 

makes up 8273 m3, while the volume of the upper 

body is 748 m3 only. In such case, the reverberation 

times of both bodies should differ greatly, since these 

times are largely dependent on the volume of the hall. 

Quite to the contrary, no such results were obtained 

during the investigations. Though the lower body is 11 

times as large as the upper body, their reverberation 

times are almost equal all over the frequency range. At 

100 Hz and 160 Hz, the reverberation time of the 
upper volume is even longer than the reverberation 

time of the large lower body. This shows that there is 

an interaction between the energies of both volumes. 

The same regularity is also observed when the 

suspended ceiling is at the distance of 4 m from the 

rigid surface. 
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Fig 2. The frequency-dependence of the reverberation 
time in the halls with varied volumes. 1 - without sus
pended ceiling, V = 9000 m3 ; 2 - for the lower body, with 
the suspended ceiling and V1 = 8273 mJ; 3 - same for the 
upper body, when V = 748 mJ 

Fig 3 shows the attenuation of the nonfiltered signal 

sound energies in both bodies of the hall. 

In all cases of investigation, a distinction may 

be made of two attenuation periods: the initial pe

riod with still unsettled attenuation process, and the 

final periods with a settled attenuation process. The 

speed of the energy attenuation is different and the 

sound fields muffle according to two different expo
nents. 

When there is no sound-absorbing material 

above the ceiling, the attenuation of the sound fields 

of both bodies has the same character in the period 

up to 1500 rns, while after 1500 rns the attenuation 

becomes slower in the lower body than in the upper 

body. The attenuation of energy in the lower body is 

influenced by the attenuation in the upper body. 

When there is a sound-absorbing material above the 

suspended ceiling, the attenuation character under

goes a sharp change. The fields of both bodies muffle 

to 500 ms only, and then the attenuation of the sound 

field of the upper body becomes considerably slower, 
than that of the lower body. It means that the interact

ion of the sound fields differs with time and depends 
on whether the attenuation process is settled or not. 

Fig 4 depicts the change in the relative sound 

energy returning to the lower body depending on 

the width of the opening. 
The graph indicates that the sound returning to 

the lower body becomes more energetic with the in

crease in the area of the opening and is little affected 
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Fig 3. The. attenuation of the sound energy of a 
nonfiltered s1gnal in the upper and the lower bodies of 
the hall depending on the absorption in the upper body 
and the change in its volume. 1 and 2 - in the lower body 
v! and the upper body v2 respectively, when there is no 
sound-absorbing material above the suspended ceiling; 3 
and 4 - same with the sound-absorbing material above the 
suspended ceiling 
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Fig 4. Dependence of the relative sound energy returning 
from the upper body to the lower body on the area of 
the opening. 1 - area of the opening 10 m2 ; 2 - 100m2

; 

200 m2 

on frequency. The investigations show that both the 
energy leaving the lower body and the upper body do 
not depend on frequency, therefore it is better to take 

the same frequency for the determination of their 

dependencies. 
Fig 5 depicts the dependence of the energy attenu

ation in both bodies on the area of the opening. In all 
cases of investigation, the frequency value was taken as 
200 Hz, the all'iorption coefficient of the lower volume 

a 1 , the absorption coefficient of the upper volume 
a 2 , H = 4 m and the energy of the lower volume 

a 1 obtained from the experimental data. 
The area of the opening has a profound effect on 

the attenuation and interaction of energies. This is 
particularly noticeable at the initial stage of attenua-
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Fig 5. The dependence of the attenuation of the sound 
energy over 800 ms on the area of the opening. 1 and 2 
- volume of the lower body V1 and of the upper body V2 
when the area of the opening is 10 m2; 3 and 4 - same 
with the area of 50 m2 

tion, when the process is still not settled. When the 
area of the opening is small (10m2), the energy attenu
ation is very rapid in the large lower body during the 
first 800 rns; the attenuation in the small upper body, 
on the contrary, is very slow, with no attenuation up to 
250 rns. This indicates that the upper body is influ
enced by the sound energy of the lower volume and 

there is almost no attenuation when the process is still 
not settled. When the area of the opening is 50 m2, the 
attenuation of energy of the lower body is slower and 

that of the upper body is faster, starting with 200 rns. 
The interaction of energies becomes less pronounced 
as the area of the opening increases. 

The attenuation of energies of both bodies is 
different at a certain moment of time. Fig 6 demon
strates the attenuation of the sound fields over 4000 

rns. 
As the process becomes settled, the attenuation 

of energy approximately after 1000-1100 rns has an 
exponent character and a continuous interchange of 
energies takes place during the interaction of the 
sound fields of both bodies. Ao; the area of the 

opening increases, the moment at which the settled 
process starts and from which the attenuation of the 
lower body energy acquires an exponent character, is 

postponed. The larger the area of the opening, the 
faster is the attenuation of the sound fields of both 
bodies, with smaller reverberation. 

In Fig 7 is shown the dependence of the attenua
tion of energy on the change in the sound absorption 
of the lower body. 
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Fig 6. The dependence of the attenuation of the sound 
energy over 4000 ms on the area of the opening. I and 
2 - volume of the lower body V1 and of the upper body 
V2 when the area of the opening is 10 m2 ; 3 and 4 -
same with the area of 50 m2 
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Fig 7. The dependence of the attenuation of the sound 
energy on the change in the sound absorption in the lower 
body V1. 1 and 2 - the lower body V1 and the upper body 
V2, when a 1 = 0.3; 3 and 4 - same with a 1 = 0.1 

When the absorption of the lower body is small, 

strong interaction of the sound fields occurs at the 

initial stage of attenuation only. The fields of both 

bodies muffle slowly, because an energy interchange 

between both bodies takes place and the process 

becomes settled approximately after 800 rns. When 

the absorption of the lower volume increases, the 

attenuation of the field of the lower body is very 

fast, while that of the upper body is slow. In this 

case, the lower body gives up much energy to the 

upper body and absorbs more of it. As the sound 
absorption of the lower body increases, the exponent 

character of the energy attenuation has a later start

ing point, while the settled phase of the process starts 

earlier. 

The influence of the change in the volumes of 

the bodies on the energy attenuation is shown in Fig 8. 

When the lower body is large and the upper one 

is small, the attenuation of the sound energy in both 

bodies has almost identical ex-ponent character. After 

200-300 rns, a continuous energy interchange between 

both bodies starts. The attenuation of sound takes place 

with almost identical reverberatiom. When the distance 

from the suspended ceiling to the rigid surface is 41X) 

em, i.e. when the lower body becomes smaller and the 

upper one becomes larger, the exponent energy attenu

ation in the lower body starts only after 1000 m~. while 

that in the upper body - after 600 m'i only. A'i long as 

the process is unsettled, the energy of the lower body 

has strong impact on the upper body during 1000 m'i. 

From this moment, the process becomes settled and a 
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Fig 8. The dependence uf the attenuation of the sound 
energy on the chan~e in the volume' of the lower and 
upper bodie~. when the an:a of the opening is 50 m2, 

a 1 = 0.1; a 2 =0.01. I and 2 - the volunu: of the lower 
body V = R273 m3 and of the upper body V2 = 748 m3; 3 
and 4 - V1 = 6080 m1 and V2 = 2992 m1 

continuous interchange of energies starts. As the vol

ume increases, the exponent attenuation of the sound 

field is postponed. 

Conclusions 

1. The experimental evidence provided by the 

investigations show that the dividing of the hall 

volume into two bodies, with the volume of one 

body 11 times the volume of the other, results in 

almost identical reverberation times of both bodies 

aU over the frequency range, with little dependence 

on the change in the volume of these bodies. 

2. In the acow;tically-interrelatcd premises, both during 

the settled and un-;cttlcd phases of the process, it is 
only at certain frequencies that the sound fields 

muffle along different exponents with different con

stants. The attenuating energy of the lower body 

exerts stronger inllucncc on the upper lxldy only in 

the phase of the un<;ettlcd process. 

3. The outcoming energies do not depend on 

frequency, while the returning ones arc little de

pendent on it. 

-l. As the opening between the bodies increases, the 

moment at which the settled process starts and up 

to which more energy is given up to the upper 

body by the lower one, occurs sooner. 

A<i the absorption of the lower body increases, the 

period over which the lower body exerts stronger 

influence on the upper one becomes longer and the 

attenuation of the lower lxldy energy is very fast 

while the pwccss is still unsettled. 
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As the lower body is reduced and the upper one 

becomes larger, the unsettled phase of the process takes 

more time and during it the lower body gives up more 

energy to the upper body. 
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GARSO LAUKlJ, ATSKIRTlJ REZONANSINEMIS 
KABAMOSIOMIS LUBOMIS, S;\VEIKA 

V. Stauskis 

Santrauka 

Eksperimentais ir teoriskai nagnneJama dviejq turiq, 
atskirtq rezonansinemis kabamosiomis Iubomis su sta
ciakampes formos plysiais tarp plokstumq garso laukq, 
sllveika. Eksperimentas atliktas su sales modeliu masteliu 
1:25. Nustatyta, kad dviejq turiq, kurie skiriasi net 11 
kartq, reverberacijos laikai yra vienodi visame dazniq 
diapazone. To neturetq buti, nes smarkiai skiriantis ruriams 
turi smarkiai skirtis ir reverberacijos Iaikai, nes jq reikSmems 
turis turi Iemiamos jtakos. Tai rodo, kad tarp abiej'q ruriq 
yra garso laukq SI!Veika. Nefiltruoto signalo energijos iki 
1500 ms slopsta vienodai, o ve!iau virSutinio mazo turio 
enrgijos slopimas yra Ietesnis, negu didelio apatinio turio. 
Kada virS lubq yra gars11 absorbuojanti medziaga, tai 
slopimo pobudis stipriai keiciasi. Abiejq turiq energijos 
vienodai slopsta tile iki 500 ms, o paskui ilgejant laikui 

virsutinio turio energija slopsta kur kas leciau, negu apa
tinio turio energija. Energij'q slopimas nera eksponentinis. 

Apatinis ir virsutinis garso laukai buvo aprasyti formu
Iemis, pagal kurias apskaiciuotos abiejq turiq absor
buotosios, iSejimo ir jejimo energijos. Skaiciavimais rasta, 
kad energijos, iSeinancios iS abiej'q turiq, nepriklauso nuo 
daznio, o j abu turius grjZtancios energijos mal3i priklauso 
nuo daznio. 

Skaiciavimais nustatyta, kad garso laukv s11veika 
priklauso nuo plysio plato. Skaiciavimams plysio plotas 
parinktas lygus visq plysiq tarp plokStumq suminiam plotui. 
Nenusistovejus procesui energijos slopimas esant vienam 
dazniui yra dang staigesnis esant mazesniam plysio plotui 
apatiniame dideliame turyje, ir jis slopsta pagal dvi skir
tingas eksponentes. Siame laiko intervale apatinis turis 
atiduoda daug energijos virsutiniam ruriui. Nusistovejus 
procesui abu turiai pasikeicia energijomis, bet slopimas 
vyksta su skirtingomis reverberacijomis. Didejant plysio 
plotui mazeja laiko tarpas, iki kurio apatinis ruris stipriai 
veikia virsutinj turj, o eksponentinis garso Janko slopimas 
prasideda anksciau. 

Didejant didelio apatinio tlirio absorbcijai jo garso 
Iauko slopimas darosi staigesnis, ir jis labiau veikia virSutinj 
garso lauk11. VirSutinio turio energijos slopimas yra gerokai 
letesnis, negu apatinio turio, ir apatinio turio absorbcijos 
kitimas jau turi nedidelc; jtak11. Kuo didesne pirmo tlirio 
absorbcija, tuo veliau prasideda eksponentinis garso lauko 
slopimas. 

Mazejant apatiniam turiui ir didejant virSutiniam tliriui 
eksponentinis garso Janko slopimas prasideda velesniu 
laiko momentu, o nenusistovejus procesui energij'q Sllveika 
tarp abiejv ruriq uzima platesnj laiko interval~!. 
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